Since the contribution of Fama, Fisher, Jensen and Roll (1969) , event studies have become an important reference tool for empirical research in Finance. The original methodology has been improved in order to tackle numerous problems such as event-date uncertainty, event clustering, event-induced variance phenomenon… Somewhat surprisingly, the determination of the estimation period has attracted less interest. It remains most frequently routinely determined as a fixed window prior to the event announcement day, during which it is supposed that no other significant events have happened. In practice, in large sample studies, validation of this assumption on a case-bycase basis is out of reach, despite the fact that it is known to be violated for some specific corporate events. The case of merger and acquisitions, in particular the behavior of bidders who make repetitive acquisitions (and acquisitions attempts), is a typical example. We propose in this work an adaptation of the basic methodology by taking explicitly into account the likely existence of firm specific events during the estimation period. We first realize a standard specification and power analysis, following the Brown and Warner (1980, 1985) scheme. We then show that the proposed method changes significantly the inferences realized on a sample of around 580 merger and acquisition operations concerning the bidders' abnormal returns. 
INTRODUCTION
Since Fama, Fisher, Jensen and Roll (1969) , hereafter FFJR, event studies have become a standard empirical research methodology in Finance. We will take here for granted that the FFJR approach is well known to the reader 1 . Applications have been so numerous that it would be hopeless even to try to list exhaustively them. Numerous suggestions have also been put forward to improve the basic FFJR scheme. Without any ambition of completeness, we can quote the works of Warner (1980, 1985) , where the specification and power of several modifications of the FFJR scheme are analyzed; Ball and Torous (1988) , who explicitly take into account the uncertainty about the event dates; Corrado (1989) , who introduces a robust test of significance; Boehmer et al. (1991) , who adapt the methodology in order to tackle the event-induced variance phenomenon; and Salinger (1992) who systematically defines the correct abnormal returns standard errors, with and without event clustering, taking into account the correction factor due to the forecasting nature of the estimated abnormal returns during the event window. More recently concerning the clustering phenomenon affecting the cross-sectional dependence of abnormal returns, Aktas et al. (2003) use the portfolio formation procedure when firms undergo the event on the same day (the event windows overlap perfectly) and advocate the use of a bootstrap method when the clustering is only partial.
Yet, and maybe somewhat surprisingly, the estimation period, used to fit the parameters of the chosen return generating process, has been less extensively analyzed. It is most often defined as a period situated before the event, sufficiently long to properly estimate what should happen in the absence of an event. In studies using daily data, a window going from day -250 to day -30 relative to the event day is classically chosen, somewhat mechanically. A shorter period can then be excluded between the end of the estimation period and the beginning of the event one, if we wish to neutralize the impact of information leakages (or rumors) before the announcement. This mechanical choice of the estimation period is however not without raising questions, particularly in the framework of large sample empirical studies, which are currently more and more frequent (see e.g. Fuller et al. (2002) , Mitchell and Stafford (1999) 
…). When compiling the data for several hundreds (or thousands) observations, it becomes out of reach to
analyze, on a case-by-case basis, the estimation period in order to be sure that it corresponds to a normal period, without any other significant firm specific perturbing events. As we will show it in the sequel, this generates a significant risk to bias the analysis.
Let us take the case of mergers and acquisitions (M&A) as a practical example. Imagine that the bidder has, during the months preceding a specific operation, realized other operations, as it appears to be frequently the case 2 . The existence of such firm specific events in the estimation window will definitively affect the estimated parameters of the return generating process and, by this way, the estimated normal returns during the event window. Maybe more importantly, it will also impact significantly the variance of the return generating model residuals, which is frequently used to test the statistical significance of the observed abnormal returns around the event day 3 . As our results show it, this reduces the power of the event study methodology (even when including the recent refinements proposed by the literature). In other words, it limits its ability to detect abnormal returns when there are abnormal returns.
This paper addresses this issue. We first suppose that, essentially for practical reasons, it is almost impossible to verify manually and systematically, on a case-by-case basis and for all the observations included in the sample, that there are non-firm specific events perturbing the estimation period. We then propose an adaptation of the event study methodology in the way that it automatically takes into account the potential presence of firm specific perturbations in the estimation period. Our approach is essentially based on a combination of the well-established market model of Sharpe (1963) and the more recently Markov Switching Regressions models (MSR), largely introduced and developed by Hamilton (1989 Hamilton ( , 1994 and significantly extended in Krolzig (1997) . Our initial intuition is simple: the occurrence of firm specific events has a significant impact on the firm's return generating process, in particular on the variance of the generated 2 Malatesta and Tompson (1985) already point out that bidders frequently follow a strategy of acquisitions' program and suggest an adapted methodology to evaluate its global impact. The recent contribution of Fuller et al. (2002) emphasizes the importance of this point. 3 See Salinger (1992) for a systematic analysis of the ways to build a correct test of significance.
returns. We will try to capture this perturbation by a switching regime model. We will then use the estimated parameters of the normal regime (which should correspond to the estimation window as initially defined by FFJR, a period without extraordinary events) as parameters used to conduct the statistical analysis of abnormal returns during the event window. It makes some sense to understand our approach as a statistical filtering of the data, allowing us to neutralize perturbing events present in the estimation period, without requiring a manually case-by-case analysis. Another way to interpret our proposition is to see it as a better specified return generating model, which takes into account the probability of firm specific events occurrence, and therefore, leads to better specified (this is a key point in our results) and more powerful statistical tests. In fact, the way that we propose to model the normal return is somewhat in line with Roll's (1987) intuition.
According to Roll, the true return generating process seems to be better described by a mixture of two distributions, the first one corresponding to a state of information arrival and the other one to the normal return behavior.
The adopted approach in this paper is now classical in the field of event study methodology and follows the one of Warner (1980, 1985) or Boehmer et al. (1991) . In a first step, using a large sample of firms (around 1,500 US quoted firms included in the S&P 1,500 index), we realize a specification and power analysis of several alternatives of the classical event study approach under noisy estimation period.
We specially put into light that when we chock the estimation period by introducing simulated abnormal returns, the results obtained using the standard approaches become badly specified. We also introduce a statistical test of difference of specification and power between the compared approaches. We show the importance of such a test before concluding to the superiority of a specific methodological proposition. This point has been overlooked in almost previous contributions in the field. We then show that our proposition seems to be largely more robust to such alterations. We finally illustrate, using a real and large dataset in the field of M&A, that indeed, for bidders and as previous studies allow to anticipated it (see in particular Fuller et al. (2002) ), taking into account the repetitive nature of the bidders behavior significantly modifies the inferences drawn on the bidders abnormal returns. At the light of the generally accepted result that, on average and on a global sample, bidders do not undergo significant abnormal returns, this is without any doubts the main contribution of our paper.
The next section of this document is devoted to a short presentation of the most classically proposed event study approaches. Using the same set of notations, we introduce also in this section our approach and summarize some of the features of the MSR family of models. Section 3 is dedicated to the simulation work. We present the used dataset, the methodology followed to realize specification and power analyses and our results. The Section 4 presents the results obtained when applying our propositions to real sample of M&A operations issued from the European context. We finally conclude in Section 5.
EVENT STUDY METHODOLOGY
The seminal contribution of FFJR has been the starting point of an impressive diffusion of the event study methodology in empirical finance. Its constitutive steps are wellknown: determination of the event, determination of its announcement date, determination of the event and estimation windows, estimation of the return generating model parameters with the estimation window data set, computation of the abnormal returns (the residuals of the normal model during the event window), and if wanted, computation of the cumulative abnormal returns, averaging of the abnormal returns on the sample and construction of a statistical test of their significance. We will, in this section, focus on the choice of the return generating process and the construction of the statistical test of significance, the two key points as what concerns our work.
Return generating model
In the classical framework of the event study methodology, abnormal returns are defined as the forecast errors of a specific normal return generating model. The classical Market
Model (MM), introduced by Sharpe (1963) , is the most frequently chosen model 4 :
4 Warner (1980, 1985) have shown that the results of short-term event studies are not sensitive to the choice of a specific return generating process. These results are confirmed by Cowan and Sergeant (1996) , who show that the use of Scholes and Williams (1977) approach does not add a lot. More recently, Aktas et al. (2003) find that there is no significant difference when comparing the results obtained with the
where R jt and R mt are the return of asset j and the return of the market index at time t respectively. The residuals, ε jt , provide the estimation of the abnormal returns. Initially, the residuals were classically supposed to be identically and independently normally distributed (NIID). Numerous contributions have dealt with violations of these hypotheses. For example, Ruback (1982) suggests an easy to implement way to cope with the existence of first-order auto-correlation in asset returns. As our work focus specifically on the NIID hypotheses, section 2.2 is dedicated to it. The estimation of the MM parameters is realized by OLS.
Statistical test of significance
In order to introduce the different approaches that will be submitted to chocks during the estimation period, we will use the same set of notations as in Boehmer et al. (1991): -N: number of firms in the sample; -A jE : abnormal return of firm j at the event date; -A jt : abnormal return of firm j at date t;
-T: number of days during the estimation period;
-TE: number of days during the event period; -m R : average return of the market index during the estimation period; -: standard deviation of firm j abnormal returns during the estimation period ^j S -: standardized abnormal returns of firm j at the event date, corrected in order to take into account the forecasting nature of the estimated abnormal returns (see Boehmer et al. (1991 ) or Salinger (1992 
The Boehmer et al. (1991) 
standardized residuals test (BOEHMER)
As for each of the following tests, the authors test the null hypothesis of no crosssectional average (cumulative) abnormal returns around the event date. The BOEHMER test is similar in spirit to the Patell (1976) Boehmer et al. (1991) show that defined as such the test is well specified for a sample firms selected in the NYSE-AMEX universe under the null hypothesis (no average abnormal returns), even if the cross-sectional variance increases during the event period.
When there is no such increase, the BOEHMER is moreover as powerful as the classical Patell (1976) standardized residuals test. Campbell and Wasley (1993) show the specification problem affecting the Pattel (1976) test in case of event clustering (absence of event independence). The same limit affects, for the same reason, the BOEHMER test.
The BOEHMER method has been so frequently used in empirical tests since its introduction that it has become the reference. We use it in the sequel as benchmark.
Event Study under Noisy Estimation Period, February 26
The Corrado (1989) rank test (RANK) Corrado (1989) introduces a test based on the ranks of abnormal returns, releasing by this way any hypotheses concerning the abnormal return distribution (except the independence one among the observations). For each firm in the sample, the RANK test merges the estimation and event windows abnormal returns in a unique time series.
Abnormal returns are then sorted and a rank is affected to each day. Let K jt be the rank affected to firm j abnormal return on day t. By convention, rank one is affected to the lowest observed abnormal returns. By construction, the mean rank is half the number of day in the constituted series of abnormal returns (the number of the days of the estimation period plus the number of days of the event period) plus one half. We note it K . The RANK test takes then the following form:
where the standard error, S(K), is :
As usually, the use of ranks neutralizes the impact of the form of the abnormal returns distribution (skewness, kurtosis, outliers,…). Corrado (1989) , Corrado and Zivney (1992) and Campbell and Wasley (1993) show using simulations that this test is generally well specified and robust. Campbell and Wasley (1993) also report that it seems to be robust to the event-clustering phenomenon, when using the market model as return generating process. As the RANK test has also been classically used as a robust alternative to the BOEHMER one, we will also use it in the sequel as a benchmark.
Other suggestions
Event Study under Noisy Estimation Period, February 26
Numerous other modifications of the initial FFJR methodology have been proposed. We quickly quote two of them because they could appear at first sight interesting alternatives to our propositions. Ball and Torous (1988) study the case of event date uncertainty. Using a maximum likelihood estimator, they simultaneously estimate, for each day of the event window, the abnormal returns, their variance and the probability of an event. Using simulations, the authors show that their approach is more powerful (more frequently detect simulated abnormal returns) as the classical ones when the event date is uncertain. Conceptually, such an approach could be adapted to our problem (the potential presence of chocks during the estimation period). The approach seems even at first sight attractive. While Ball and Torous (1988) estimate the probability of an event during the event window, we could, using the same approach, estimate the probability of an event during the estimation window. Days for which this probability is too high could be neutralized. In practice however, a thorough examination of the Ball and Torous approach reveals that the increase in the number of days in the studied period 5 and of the number of potential events 6 makes it computationally non tractable. Nimalendran (1994) introduces an approach based on a return generating process that combines jointly a Poisson process (in order to capture jumps in the distribution of returns) and a standard Brownian motion. The author's intuition is quite close to ours: the Poisson process allows to dissociate the normal behavior (the Brownian motion) from the days of information arrival. His findings put forward that, for event with multiple announcements spread over a significant period of time, the proposed approach is more powerful than the classical ones. Again, a careful examination of the Nimalendran propositions reveals that it is not well adapted for short event period as the one on which we focus. Either the number of observations is too short to realize any estimation or the event window becomes too large to attribute the observed abnormal returns to a single event with confidence.
The Markov Switching Regression test (MSR)
5 The estimation period is classically far longer than the event one. 6 We cannot exclude the presence of several firm specific events during the estimation window.
The intuition on which the MSR test is based is quite straightforward: we anticipate that firm specific events will change the return variance. It could be argued that it is in contradiction with the semi-strong form of efficiency hypothesis, under which the prices should adjust immediately to any public information announcement. It is in fact not the case if we take into account the uncertainty attached to firm specific events. Let us take again the example of M&A. The announcement of takeover does by no way guarantee its success. The initial announcement could be followed by the announcement of competitors bids, bid price revisions, target initiatives to block the operations, anti-trust authorities interventions… All of this will generate a strong increase in the variance during the event period. Let us now imagine that such firm specific events occur during the chosen estimation period. Classical tests, such as the BOEHMER or the RANK ones, will in fact overestimate the residuals variance during the estimation period, leading to a downward bias (less powerful) in the test of significance during the event window.
To deal with this bias, the MSR test that we introduce uses the Markov Switching
Regression approach, largely introduced and developed by Hamilton (1989 Hamilton ( , 1994 ). We will suppose that the return generating process can be adequately modeled using a tworegime process 7 , one regime with normal variance and one regime with high variance (firm specific event regime). In both regimes, the MM parameters are assumed to be the same. The return generating process is therefore the following:
where S t is an indicator variable taking value 1 if we are in the low variance regime and 2 if we are in the high variance regime. In the sequel, we will refer to equation (6) as the two-state market model (TSMM). The proposed model is a direct and parsimonious extension of the classical MM. As regime state variable S t is not directly observable (recall that we assume the practical impossibility to verify manually on a case-by-case basis the presence of firm specific events during the estimation period), we have to specify its statistical properties. We rely for this on the Markov Switching Regression approach: S t is described by a first-order Markov process (S t depends only on S t-1 ). The Markov chain is therefore defined by four transition probabilities:
where p ij is the probability of regime i in t-1 and j in period t. All probabilities have to be positive and, for i equal to 1 and 2, p i1 +p i2 must be equal to one. The model we propose is therefore based on the estimation of six parameters (α, β, σ 1 , σ 2 , p 11 and p 21 ) and, while highly more flexible as the classical MM one (as we will stress it in the next paragraph), remains really parsimonious.
The estimation of Markov Switching Regression models is fully presented in Hamilton (1994) . It is based on a maximum likelihood approach, for which an efficient estimation algorithm has been developed 8 . The estimated probability of being in a specific state at a specific date is one of the interesting by product of the advocated approach. It allows, for some specific cases, to look for the reason why an increase in variance is observed. In other words, by looking at period of high probability of regime of high variance, it is possible to verify that these clusters of variance have indeed been generated by firm specific events. Figure 1 presents the typical plot of the residuals and the estimated regime probabilities 9 obtained on a real M&A case (the acquisition of ICI Nylon activities by DuPont on the 04/23/1992). The analysis is realized on DuPont. The event is situated at day 235. Regime 1 and regime 2 standard errors are respectively 0.99% and 8 Hamilton (1994) (p. 688-689) presents an Expectation -Minimisation algorithm that proves to be numerically very efficient. 9 The represented probabilities are the called smoothed probabilities and are evaluated using the full set of available observations.
1.6%. The event is clearly situated in regime 2, the one of high variance. 77.8 (163.2) days are classified in regime 2 (1). Interestingly, we see that the period between day 150 and day 210 is also classified in regime 2. We have checked the financial press to see whether firm specific events could explain this highly volatile time period. Our investigation suggests that this is linked to the announcement of a deceptive result for the 4 th quarter of 1991 10 .
Our MSR test is then a straightforward adaptation of the BOEHMER test obtained by modifying the standardization procedure of the abnormal returns (equation 2). We now divide the estimated abnormal returns by their estimated standard deviation in regime 1 (low variance). We do not have to take into account, as in the BOEHMER test, the forecasting nature of the abnormal returns during the event window, the estimation of the TSMM being realized on the all period (estimation window plus event window), as for the RANK test. Standardized residuals take therefore simply the following form:
where is the estimated standard deviation in the low variance regime. Contrary to what could be expected at first sight, the use of the low regime standard deviation does not automatically produce a higher cross-sectional student statistics, as demonstrated in the homoscedastic case in appendix 1. Note also that, for specification analysis, we use the average standard deviation of the two regimes with the probabilities of each regime as
The use of this Markov Switching Regression model provides numerous interesting features. Behind the above-quoted possibility to obtain the estimated probability of being in a specific regime at a specific date, this specification is in-line with Roll's (1987) intuition. In its Presidential Address of the American Finance Association, he clearly put into light that the true return generating process is better described by a mixture of two distributions, the first one corresponding to a state of information arrival and the other one to the normal return behavior 12 . The specification has other attractive features. The
Gaussian conditional distribution of return (equation 6) could be misleading. While the model imposes a Gaussian assumption for the return distribution in each state, as shown in Hamilton (1994) and Krolzig (1997) , it allows to capture the skewness and kurtosis in the unconditional distribution. The Markov Switching Regression framework also allows for conditional heteroscedasticity without imposing a specific form to the conditional dependence of the variance (as in the (G)ARCH framework 13 ). Finally, the estimation process provides us simultaneously the abnormal returns, the estimated variance in each regime, the probability of being in a specific regime at a specific date and the estimated transition probabilities 14 .
SPECIFICATION AND POWER TESTS
The investigation of the specification and power of the MSR test follows the procedure introduces in Warner (1980,1985) and classically used since then (see e.g. Boehmer et al. (1991) , Corrado (1989 Corrado ( , 1992 , Cowan (1992) , Cowan et Sergeant (1996) , …). In contrast with Monte-Carlo simulation, in the framework of which data are generated using a theoretical return generation process specification, the authors build their data samples from real returns computed from the CRSP 15 database. They randomly pick firms in the NYSE/AMEX/NASDAQ universe. For each firm, they randomly determine an event date and generate simulated event by injecting pertubations in the real price series. Proceeding in this way avoids any assumption concerning the return generating process and allow to be as close as possible to the situation faced when using event studies on a real dataset.
Data
Our firms' universe is composed by the S&P 1500 index. The S&P 1500 Index is a combination of the S&P 500, the S&P MidCap 400 and the S&P SmallCap 600 indexes.
As a result, it provides broad representation of the U.S. Stock Market, accounting for 87% of the U.S. stock market value. The total market value of the index at December 31, 2002 is 9,135 billions US $. The mean (median) company market value is 6,090 millions US $ (1,239 million US $). 1,028 (68.5%) companies are quoted on the NYSE, 462
(30.8%) on the NASDAQ and 10 (0.6%) on the AMEX. 
Sample generation
All firms and event dates are randomly chosen with replacement. For each simulation, we build 250 samples of 50 firms. The estimation window length is 200 days and the event date is situated at day 250. To be included in a sample, the firm must have at least 50 available prices during the estimation window and no missing prices in the 30 days around the event date (from day 230 to day 260). Table 2 Panel A presents some descriptive statistics on the MM and TSMM residuals. Both models produce centered residuals. The TSMM residuals exhibit a somewhat higher level of kurtosis. Table 2 Panel B presents cross-sectional properties of sample-wide mean abnormal returns on the event day. As expected, increasing the portfolio size leads to an abnormal return distribution closer to the Gaussian one.
Event generation
The aim of our simulation work is to study the specification and power of the MSR test, as compared to the BOEHMER and RANK tests, when chocking the estimation window.
The mean simulated abnormal returns injected into the estimation window will be 0%, +/-15 Center for Research in Security Prices (Chicago University).
1%, +/-2% and +/-4%. We generate both positive and negative abnormal returns in order to take into account the unknown nature of the events likely to affect the estimation window. These chocks will be stochastic. As in Boehmer et al. (1991) , the variance of the Gaussian distribution will have the form k , where is the estimated variance form firm j during the initial estimation window, and k takes value 1 and 2 that allows to double and triple the variance of the abnormal returns.
The number and nature of events during the estimation window is determined in a twostep process. First, a random drawing in a Poisson distribution with mean 2 is realized.
Assume that this number corresponds to λ * . It will represent the number of events during the estimation window. Then, we make a random draw in a uniform process for each day of the estimation window. If the obtained probability for day t is less than (λ * /200), we generate a corporate event at this date. The length (in number of days) this event is again randomly drawn from a Poisson distribution (but with mean 4 this time). Such an approach allows to generate random event during the estimation window 16 . Figure 2 presents a typical result obtained using this procedure. The plain line is the initial returns times series and the dotted one is the returns time series obtained after event generations.
Four events are generated at dates T=37, 50, 68 and 124. The initial estimation period standard error is 1.17% and becomes, after event generation, 1.31%.
We generate abnormal returns at the event day as in Warner (1980, 1985) . A constant is added to the observed day 0 return for each security. The abnormal performance simulated are 0% for specification analysis, and + 0,5% and + 1% for the power analysis 17 . The new return of day 0 for firm i is denoted . To produce stochastic abnormal return (the event-induced variance), each security's day 0 return, , is transformed to double (k'=1) or triple (k'=2) its variance. For k'=1, the following transformation is realized:
where is the transformed return, is the firm i return randomly selected from the estimation period and
R is the security average return in the estimation period. Note that this transformation doesn't affect the mean of the event-day abnormal return day. For k'=2, we add randomly two mean-adjusted returns selected from the estimation window.
This procedure allows us simulating event-induced variance without any parametric hypothesis on the distribution of the return generating process.
Results
Our simulations are too numerous to be analyzed on a case-by-case basis. The details are given for the specification analysis in appendix 2 and for the power analysis in appendix 3. These appendices are organized as follow:
-Appendix 2 -panel A: specification analysis without simulated event during the estimation period.
-Appendix 2 -panel B: specification analysis with simulated event during the estimation period (with average simulated abnormal return of 0%, +/-1%, +/-2%, +/-4%).
-Appendix 3 -panel A: power analysis without simulated event during the estimation period.
-Appendix 3 -panel B: power analysis with simulated event during the estimation period (with average simulated abnormal return of 0%, +/-1%, +/-2%, +/-4%).
To interpret all these results, we propose the following regression analysis: the dependent variables will be either the specification error in percentage (absolute value of the difference between the chosen confidence level (5%) and the obtained proportion of samples with significant abnormal returns) or the power (percentage of samples where the generated abnormal returns are correctly detected). As our dependent variables are percentages, we have to take into account the inherent heteroscedastic nature of our regression models in order to build correct inferences. We follow the procedure presented in appendix 4. It leads us to use as dependent variable either the logistic transform of the specification error or the logistic transform of the power in order to produce adequate statistical tests. The independent variables represent the conditions of the simulation. We use the following ones:
-DBOEHMER : dummy variable equal to one for BOEHMER test ; -DRANK : dummy variable equal to one for RANK test ; -DMSR : dummy variable equal to one for MSR test ; -VAREvent : multiplicative coefficient applied to the variance of the abnormal returns generated at the event date (k' coefficient introduced at section 3.3) ; -AREst : average abnormal return generated during the estimation window ; -VAREst : multiplicative coefficient applied to the variance of the abnormal returns generated during the estimation window (k coefficient introduced at section 3.2) ; -SAREst : dummy variable equal to one if AREst is negative ; -RT : dummy variable equal to one if the specification is evaluated in the right tail.
Two comments are worth noting:
-coefficients of regressions presented in Table 3 to 5 are coefficients of classical linear regression models. As these models are built with all dummy variables (e.g., DBOEMER, DRANK and DMSR) but without constant (to avoid the classical perfect co-linearity problem), the coefficients are sub-samples averages of either specification error (Table 3) or power (Table 4 and 5).
-inferences are realized using the two-step procedures described at appendix 4 in order to take into account the specific nature of the dependent variable. Moreover, they represent tests of differences of mean between BOEHMER test (our benchmark) and RANK or MSR tests. In Table 3 , column one, for example, the average specification error for BOEHMER test is 2.35%, 3.79% for RANK test (and the difference is statistically significant at 1% level) and 1.51% for MSR test (and the difference with the BOEHMER rate is significant at the 5% level).
Specification analysis
Results for specification analysis are summarized in Table 3 . The main results are the following ones:
-regression 1 compares BOEHMER, RANK and MSR tests on the all set of simulations. MSR is the best-specified test (1.5% average specification error) and the difference with the BOEHMER is significant at the 5% level. RANK test is the worst specified (3.79% average specification and the difference with the BOEHMER is significant at 1%).
-regression 2 focuses on the effect of the generated abnormal returns variance at the event date (event-induced variance). We get the same result except that the difference between MSR test and BOEHMER is not anymore significant.
-regression 3 focuses on the effect of the increasing chocks during the estimation window, the main point of our analysis. The specification errors clearly increase for the three tests. MSR remains the best-specified one. The difference of the specification error with the BOEHMER approach is significant at 1%.
-regression 4 focuses on the effect of the generated abnormal returns variance during the estimation window (variance of AREst). A first interesting result is that the impact of the increase of the variance of AREst is far less dramatic on the specification error than the one of AREst itself. MSR remains the best-specified test (with a difference compared to BOEHMER test significant at the 10% level).
-regression 5 presents the effect of the sign of the generated average abnormal returns during the estimation period. Our main conclusions remain valid (with a difference of mean between MSR and BOEHMER not significant).
-regression 6 test whether the specification results are asymmetric. The least asymmetric test seems to be the RANK one but no differences of means are significant.
The main conclusion is that the MSR test clearly dominates the BOEHMER and RANK tests as what concerns the specification, in particular when the estimation period is chocked. As in Cowan and Sergeant (1996) , we find that the RANK test is seriously miss-specified.
Power analysis
Results for power analysis are presented in Table 4 and 5. Table 4 summarizes results for low event date generated abnormal returns (0.5%) and Table 5 for medium ones (1%). Table 4 (0.5% generated abnormal returns at the event day) are the following ones:
The main results in
-regression 1 compares RANK and MSR tests to BOEHMER on the set of simulations with no event-induced variance. MSR is the most powerful test in these circumstances. The difference of power with the BOEHMER test is significant at 5%.
-regression 2 compares RANK and MSR tests to BOEHMER on the all set of simulations (with and without event-induced variance). Regression 3 focuses on the effect of the generated abnormal returns variance at the event date. Regression 4 focuses on the effect of the increasing chocks during the estimation window, the main point of our analysis. Regression 5 focuses on the effect of the generated abnormal returns variance during the estimation window (variance of AREst).
From these four regressions it emerges that the RANK test is the most powerful in each case. It is a direct consequence of its bad specification. As the RANK test detect too frequently event when there are no ones, it more frequently detects them when they are present. The MSR test reveals to be more powerful than the BOEHMER one in each case. The differences of power rate are however not significant. This result is particularly interesting and casts some doubts on the results published up to now in the field of event study methodologies. It can't be concluded from a set of simulations that a proposed test dominates another one.
An adequate analysis of the statistical significance of the observed difference of power rate must be conducted in order to validate the results.
-regression 6 presents the effect of the sign of the generated average abnormal returns during the estimation period. No clear-cut result emerges. Table 5 confirms these conclusions under the case of 1% generated abnormal returns.
Results of section 3 allow us to conclude that the RANK test is generally badly specified.
The BOEHMER test becomes badly specified under chocked estimation window while the MSR is far more robust to this phenomenon. As what concerns power, the MSR test dominates the BOEHMER test but the differences are not statistically significant. The RANK test appears to be the most powerful one but it is a straightforward consequence of its miss-specification.
THE CASE OF MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS
As mentioned previously, merger and acquisition announcements, and more precisely the analysis of the bidder stock price performance, are well suited to test the proposed Markov Switching event study approach. This section is devoted to the application of the proposed methodology to a real sample of merger and acquisition announcements. In the sequel we first present the considered M&A sample, and then the results.
Data Our data provide from Statistics about actions by the DGC (Directorate General for
Competition of the European Commission). Table 6 provides summary information on proposed combinations that has been notified to the DGC since the inception of the EC n°4064/89 regulation up to December 2000 18 . It usually takes quite a while after the intervention for the EC to file an official report on its web site. Consequently, we were obliged to restrict our analysis to notifications from 1990 through 2000 inclusive; later cases were mostly incomplete. The total number of notified combinations during this period was 1573 (see Panel A). Many proposed business combinations involved small or closely-held firms with no readily available market price information, so they could not be included in this study. To be included in our sample, at least one of the subject firms must be quoted on a national stock exchange; 874 of the 1573 notified operation, involving 1535 different firms, satisfy this requirement. Among these 1535 different firms 582 are bidders and 486 are targets, the remaining being firms involved in Joint Venture operation. have also been used to collect supplementary information such the size of the deal, the means of payment, the type of combination, the presence of rumors in the months preceding the combination, etc.
Because the firms involved were traded on various national exchanges, it was necessary to collect local market information about each exchange and to select a market index (which will be employed in the usual way to construct abnormal returns). The countries involved, the stock market indexes selected, and the local currencies are listed in Table 7 .
Two numbers lastly deserve to be quoted. The average number of acquisitions by bidder in our sample is 3.52. This by no means represents the total average acquisition attempts of the bidders in our sample but only the ones that have been notified to the DGC. Are excluded from it all acquisition attempts that must not be notified to the European authorities. Are also excluded from this number all other significant corporate events that could have chocked the estimation period. The second important figure is the number of times an acquisition attempts has been announced within the estimation period of another attempt. It amounts to 113 in our sample. In other words, we are sure that for almost one case out of five, the estimation period includes another M&A announcement! Jensen and Ruback (1983) ). Prior studies have documented that the average abnormal gain to bidder companies around the announcement day of the M&A operation is not or low significant. Taking into account the probability of chocked estimation window with the MSR test, the observed abnormal returns become largely more significant. The average number of acquisition attempts by bidders (3.52 in our sample) and the number of cases for which we are sure that there have been such an attempt during the estimation window (113 out of 582 cases in our sample) give a strong foundations to the result. This leads us to think that previous published results understate the real value impact of M&A for bidders.
Results
Are our results trivial? In other words, does the MSR test automatically generate more significant cross-sectional student test? Table 9 displays the results for the targets. 
CONCLUSION
The recent contribution of Fuller et al. (2002) stresses one important dimension of bidder's behavior in the field of mergers and acquisition: they are often repetitive acquirers. This has already been pointed out by Malatesta and Thompson (1985) , who
propose an adapted methodology to evaluate the wealth effects of acquisitions programs.
Such repetitive acquisitions (attemps) potentially create significant chocks during the estimation window used in the classical event study methodology. Could it be that such a behavior would have some influence on inferences drawn concerning the wealth effect of M&A for bidders? In other words, do potential corporate events during the estimation window affect statistical inferences drawn in the classical event study framework?
We first study the specification and power of three alternative cross-sectional tests of abnormal returns build upon the seminal contribution of Fama et al. (1969) . The first one is the Boehmer et al. (1991) proposition which is known to tackle the event-induced variance phenomenon. The second one is the Corrado rank test (1989) , which is robust to departures from the Gaussian abnormal returns hypothesis. We introduce a third one, in the spirit of the Roll (1987) results. The author shows in it presidential address to the American Finance Association that the return generating process could better described as a mixture of Gaussian distributions, describing a two stated return generating process.
The first one would correspond to a no news regime and the second one, to an information arrival one. Our test builds on this result to propose a two regimes market model generating process, with state dependent variance and stochastic regime transition model (described by a Markov chain). The main results of our simulation work are that the Corrado (1989) rank is generally miss-specified (it has already been pointed out in previous contributions) and that the Boehmer et al. (1991) becomes miss-specified as chocks in the estimation window appear. Our test reveals to be robust to this problem.
While it also reveals to be more powerful as the Boehmer et al. (1991) one, we put into light that the difference of power rates is not statistically significant. By the way, our methodology stresses the importance of constructing a clean statistical test of significance when comparing several methodological alternatives in the field of event studies. A higher power or a better specification on a set of simulations is not sufficient to conclude to the superiority of the proposed methodology without testing for the statistical significance of the results. Such a test must take into account the heteroscedastic nature of proportion data.
We finally apply the proposed methodology to a sample of real M&A operations. Our sample includes 582 bidders and 486 targets involved in operations notified to the European Commission during the period 1990-2000. One major result emerges from this analysis. Bidders' abnormal returns, while only marginally significant using the classical Boehmer et al. (1991) methodology, become significant at the 5% level when taking into account the probability of disturbed estimation window. Event generation during the estimation window Figure 2 presents a typical result obtained using the procedure described in section 3.3. The plain line is the initial returns times series and the dotted one is the returns time series obtained after event generations. Four events (average of 1% and k=2) are generated at dates T=37, 50, 68 and 124. The initial estimation period standard error is 1.17% and becomes, after event generation, 1.31%. Table 2 Panel A -Descriptive statistics on the market model (MM) and two-state market model (TSMM) residuals. Reported numbers are the sample mean of 10,000 estimates. Both models produce centered residuals. The TSMM residuals exhibit a somewhat higher level of kurtosis. Panel B -Cross-sectional properties of sample-wide mean abnormal returns on the event day. Each statistic is based on 250 values of the average abnormal returns, one for each sample. For a given sample, the average abnormal return is the arithmetic average of the abnormal returns of the individual securities in the sample. Results are reported for sample size of 10, 25 and 50 securities. As expected, increasing the portfolio size leads to an abnormal return distribution closer to the Gaussian one. The dependent variable is the absolute value of the specification (5%-reject proportion). We use the following independent variables: DBOEHMER: dummy variable equal to one for BOEHMER test ; DRANK : dummy variable equal to one for RANK test ; DMSR : dummy variable equal to one for MSR test ; VAREvent : multiplicative coefficient applied to variance of abnormal returns generated at the event date (k' coefficient introduced at section 3.3) ; AREst : average abnormal return generated during the estimation window ; VAREst : multiplicative coefficient applied to variance of abnormal returns generated0dubing the estimation window (k coefficient introduced at section 3.3) ; SAREst : dummy variable equal to one if AREst is negative ; RT : dummy variable equal to one if specification is evaluated in the right tail. Coefficients are obtained using classical OLS estimation. As these models are built with all dummy variables (e.g., DBOEHMER, DRANK and DMSR) but without constant (to avoid the classical perfect colinearity problem), the coefficients are sub-samples averages of specification error. Inferences are realized using the two-step procedure described at appendix 4 in order to take into account the specific nature of the dependent variable. Moreover, they represent tests of differences of mean between BOEHMER test (our benchmark) and RANK or MSR tests. The dependent variable is the power rate for 0.5% generated abnormal returns.We use the following independent variables: DBOEHMER : dummy variable equal to one for BOEHMER test ; DRANK : dummy variable equal to one for RANK test ; DMSR : dummy variable equal to one for MSR test ; VAREvent : multiplicative coefficient applied to variance of abnormal returns generated at the event date (k' coefficient introduced at section 3.3) ; AREst : average abnormal return generated during the estimation window ; VAREst : multiplicative coefficient applied to variance of abnormal returns generated during the estimation window (k coefficient introduced at section 3.3) ; SAREst : dummy variable equal to one if AREst is negative. Coefficients are obtained using classical OLS estimation. As these models are build with all dummy variables (e.g., DBOEHMER, DRANK and DMSR) but without constant (to avoid the classical perfect olinearity problem), the coefficients are sub-samples averages of power rates. Inferences are realized using the two-step procedure described at appendix 4 in order to take into account the specific nature of the dependent variable. Moreover, they represent tests of differences of mean between BOEHMER test (our benchmark) and RANK or MSR tests.
Abnormal returns

Study of average rejection rates for abnormal return of +0,5% The dependent variable is the power rate for 1% generated abnormal returns.We use the following independent variables: DBOEHMER : dummy variable equal to one for BOEHMER test ; DRANK : dummy variable equal to one for RANK test ; DMSR : dummy variable equal to one for MSR test ; VAREvent : multiplicative coefficient applied to variance of abnormal returns generated at the event date (k' coefficient introduced at section 3.3) ; AREst : average abnormal return generated during the estimation window ; VAREst : multiplicative coefficient applied to variance of abnormal returns generated during the estimation window (k coefficient introduced at section 3.3) ; SAREst : dummy variable equal to one if AREst is negative. Coefficients are obtained using classical OLS estimation. As these models are build with all dummy variables (e.g., DBOEMER, DRANK and DMSR) but without constant (to avoid the classical perfect colinearity problem), the coefficients are sub-samples averages of power rates. Inferences are realized using the two-step procedure described at appendix 4 in order to take into account the specific nature of the dependent variable. Moreover, they represent tests of differences of mean between BOEHMER test (our benchmark) and RANK or MSR tests.
Study of average rejection rates for abnormal return of +1% Table 6   Table 6 Panel A presents summary statistics on combinations that have been notified to the European Community since the inception of the regulation in 1990 through the latest month in our data sample (December 2000) . Panel B presents a breakdown by year of notification for our sample operations. Year 1990 Year 1991 Year 1992 Year 1993 Year 1994 Year 1995 Year 1996 Year 1997 Year 1998 Year 1999 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 
Panel A. Number of cases notifying the EC by year
Appendix 1 -Standard deviation estimation and cross-sectional student test
The proposed MSR test relies on a two-state decomposition of the return generating process with state dependent standard error estimation. As we use the estimated standard deviation of the low regime variance to standardize the abnormal return, we might think that we automatically increase the cross-sectional student t-stat. However, this is no true. We propose a proof of this in the sequel. More precisely, we study here, in the homoscedastic case, the consequences of using a systematically biased standard deviation on the behavior of the cross-sectional student test. We show that this is without any influence on the crosssectional student t-stat, the increase in the cross-sectional standard deviation being strictly compensated by the increase in the cross-sectional average abnormal returns.
Assume that corresponds to the abnormal return of firm i on the event day and that the variance (
of the AR is the same for each sample firm (homoscedasticity).
The cross-sectional test of Boehmer et al. (1991) is implemented in the following way :
-first we standardize the abnormal return by dividing it with its standard deviation: 
Appendix 2 -Specification analysis
Average rejection rates for various test statistics (RANK (Corrado -1989) , BSR (Boehmer et al., 1991) and MSR (Markov Switching Regression test -see section 2.2)) for 250 portfolios of 50 securities at significance level of 5%. The test is realized under the null hypothesis of no abnormal returns. Securities are randomly chosen in the S&P 1500 Index universe during the period 1990/2000. Panel A presents the case of undisturbed estimation window. Panel B introduces chocks during the estimation window. k represents the multiplicative factor applied to the variance during the estimation window and k', the one applied during the event window. k and k' are used to generate abnormal returns respectively during the estimation period and the event window. AGAR is the level of average generated abnormal returns during the estimation period (0%, +/-1%, +/-2%, +/-4%). Specifics of the simulation procedure are described at section 3. The dependent variable of section 3 regressions is the proportion (P i ) of the 250 simulations which rejects the null hypothesis. The regression analysis of proportion data, as shown in Greene (2002, p. 886) , raises a concern of heteroscedasticity. The observed P i is an estimate of the population quantity, 
Panel A -Specification analysis without estimation window chocks
k'=0 k'=1 k'=2
